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Company



• Group company China Jiangsu International Group founded 
in 1980, dedicated to construction, real estate development, 
international business etc.;

• Einnova Solarline set up in 2008, focusing on solar module 
manufacturing and R&D;

• Einnova solar products used and installed in more than 50 
countries all over the world;

• 2GW production capacity for solar modules: 1500MW for 
standard solar panels, 500MW for BIPV and customized& 
BIPV solar products; 

• Four factories, state-of-the- art automatic production lines.
• One-stop provider for consulting, design and production.

Company Profile
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State of The Art Production Line
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BIPV Products



Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) is the 
integration of photovoltaics (PV) into the building 
envelope. The PV modules serve the dual function of 
building skin—replacing conventional building 
envelope materials—and power generator. By avoiding 
the cost of conventional materials, the incremental cost 
of photovoltaics is reduced and its life-cycle cost is 
improved. 
 
BIPV advantages and benefits:
- Generate clean, renewable energy;
- Provide shading and insulation;
- Improve a building’s energy efficiency;
- Save cost by reducing conventional building materials;
- Enhance aesthetical looks of the buildings.  

What is BIPV?



Einnova BIPV products portfolio

1. Solar Tiles
2. Luminous Solar Panels
3. Color Solar Panels
4. Solar Pavement
5. Solar Facade
6. Customized Solar Panels



Solar Tiles
Einnova Solarline solar roof tiles can take on the appearance of the most popular roofing 
patterns, allowing a visual integration with non-solar sections of the roof.

We have various textures and colours available. Our products feature the
appearance of variety of roofs while generating electricity for the house.



Solar Tiles
Advantages of Einnova Solar Roof Tiles:

-Part of the building envelope, making the roof water-repellent, storm-
resistant, snow-resistant and fire-resistant;
-Seamlessly and invisibly integrated into the roof;
-Increases not only the aesthetic but also the economic value of the home;
-Payback period of less than 5 years for a South-facing solar roof, after 
accounting for the saved roof tiles;
-Better ventilation than other in-roof solar energy systems;
- Various sizes available catering to different markets. 



Solar Tiles-65W



Luminous Solar Panels
Einnova Solarine luminous solar panels feature big 
spacing between solar cell strings which allows more 
sunlight tranmission through the panels. 

Both aesthetic pleasing and with high efficiency, our
Luminous solar panels are widely used for agricultural
projects, sunshades, sunroofs, skylights, balconies, 
facades etc.



Luminous Solar Panels-185W



Color Solar Panels
Einnova color series solar panels 
come with a wide range of color 
options including but not limited to 
pure color, geometric, natural texture,
nature stone colors etc.

With an ideal balance on light 
transmission rate and aesthetic 
appearcance, our color solar panels
are suitable for various environment
and applications like roofs, facades, 
pavement etc.



Colar Solar Panels-125W



Solar Facade
Einnova Solar Facade is a testament to the harmony of form and 
function. The elegance of architectural cladding meets the power of 
BIPVs, fusing aesthetic design, solar power, and unparalleled 
performance. Our innovative Solar Facade, is crafted to seamlessly 
replace your building's facade while harnessing the power of the sun. 

With a robust design and a layer of high-efficiency solar cells, each 
of our solar facade module is a powerhouse of clean energy. 

Lightweight, spac-saving, aethetic pleasing and price competitive, 
our PV facade modules can be chosen as building cladding option 
to achieve both visual appeal and energy efficiency. They can also 
be customized to fit your prefered system of mounting/ fixation to the 
wall.



Solar Pavement
The solar pavement is a new emerging technology with the function of generating electricity 
and providing electrical supply for transportation infrastructures and/or facilities.

Einnova solar pavement solution is an innovative, energy-generating paver with an in-built 
solar panel available in different sizes and materials to cater for different kinds of roadways.

Key Features: Easy for installation and maintenance; 
                         Anti-slip& Anti-scratch;
                         Walkable; Aesthetic and space-saving design; 
                         High load-bearing capacity.



 Einnova Solarline BIPV products are 
available in various customized designs:
•Size and shape
•Color of glass, solar cells, transparency
•Cell arrangement, gap differentiation
•Thickness and weight
•Efficiency, Junction Box
•Busbar coverage
•Adapt to various mounting
•Other variations on demand
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Warranty
12 years’ warranty for materials and workmanship；
12 years’ warranty for minimum power output more than 92%；

30 years’ warranty for minimum power output more than 83%.Projects



Projects



Look forward to cooperating with you!


